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QUESTION 1

In the Ops part of DevOps practices, one key practice is Service Management and Operations. A team is deploying a
new version of an application and. after a bad history of recurring fails in production, wants to implement practices to
avoid recurring problems. What IBM Garage practice can be used by the team to achieve its goal? 

A. The team can implement tools to identify, correlate and analyze events and alerts 

B. The team can implement 5 Hows approach to analyze each fail 

C. The team can implement collaboration tools to unify the team in problem resolution 

D. The team can implement health check APIs to monitor applications services 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In the context of cloud native, which of the following is a best practice for persistent data management? 

A. Applications can use cloud databases and storage, but backups should be stored on premise 

B. It should reside in relational databases, document databases/stores, or object stores 

C. Databases and storage should remain on premise to comply with industry and governmental regulations 

D. It should reside on a locally attached disk for fast access 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An application developer is working on an application on IBM Cloud that needs to connect to SalesForce and watch for
event changes in real time. Which of the following IBM Integration tools should the application developer leverage? 

A. API Gateway 

B. Lift CLI 

C. API Connect 

D. App Connect 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

How does an application developer allow access to the API developed in IBM API Connect across domain boundaries? 
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A. Add Access-control-Allow-Origin: "*" to the HTTP response headers 

B. Implement custom CORS solution and enable the CORS option 

C. Add to the response headers Access-Control-Allow-Headers 

D. Enable Enforced option under Lifecycle in API Manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is starting a new microservices project in an organization that uses a corporate framework for all projects,
containing some standard configurations for best practices and compliance and located in an enterprise GitHub
repository. This framework can be updated over time and projects can contribute with its evolution by submitting code
changes. 

To create a development environment, this developer is creating a toolchain in IBM Cloud, using the Continuous
Delivery service, and the first tool added is GitHub. On the configuration page, the developer must configure the
repository type to use in the toolchain. 

Considering the above scenario, what option must be selected? 

A. The developer must select the "Existing" option 

B. The developer must select the Clone" option 

C. The developer must select the \\'Fork" option 

D. The developer must select the \\'New" option 

Correct Answer: D 
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